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The 1996 Budget and Social Policy
The Liberal government's 1994 and 1995
Budgets were tough on social programs. Their
1996 Budget begins to stem the social policy
blood-letting. It proposes a variety of measures
- some small, some major - that will create a
fairer, stronger and sustainable social security
system for Canada.

tice with the Guaranteed Income Supplement,
the Spouse's Allowance, the Child Tax Benefit
and the refundable GST credit. Unlike the Old
Age Security, the new Seniors Benefit will not
be subject to federal and provincial income taxation.

The Budget's most radical social policy
proposal is for a new Seniors Benefit that will
replace four of the five federal elderly benefits
(Old Age Security, the Guaranteed Income
Supplement, the age credit and the pension
income credit). The Spouse's Allowance, which
benefits low-income widowed persons and
spouses aged 60-64, will remain a separate program, although maximum benefits will be
increased by $120 a year when the new system
is put in place in 2001.

The Caledon Institute strongly supports
the proposed Seniors Benefit - having proposed
and advocated just such a reform since 1993.
Employer pension plans and RRSPs are vehicles
mainly for workers with above-average incomes,
which means that public pensions are a vital and
major source of income for the majority of the
elderly population. The combination of an
aging population and insecure labour market
means that many more Canadians in the coming
decades will be turning to the public pension system for most or all of their retirement income.
It is essential that the federal government act now
to ensure a sustainable elderly benefits system
for the future.

The Seniors Benefit will be calculated on
the basis of family income (i.e., the combined
income of both spouses in couples), as is the prac-

The new Seniors Benefit will be sensibly
and fairly geared to need. Low-income seniors
will receive the maximum payment, and benefits

a new old age pension

will decrease as seniors' income from the Canada/
Quebec Pension Plan, employer pension plans,
RRSPs, earnings and other sources increases.
Once seniors' income exceeds a certain level $52,000 for singles and $78,000 for couples they will not qualify for the Seniors Benefit.
The proposed redesign of elderly benefits will increase benefits for all poor seniors and
many modest-income seniors. When the new
program begins, in 2001, it will pay a maximum
of $11,420 for poor single pensioners and
$18,440 for poor elderly couples - $120 more
than they get from the present elderly benefits
system. Elderly households with incomes under
$40,000 - the average for couples and more than
twice the average income of single seniors - will
get more than or the same as they do now. Some
couples in the $40,000-$45,000 income range
will get somewhat more and some less, depending on the particular mix of income between the
spouses. Couples with incomes above $45,000
will receive less, and those with incomes over
$78,000 will not qualify for the Seniors Benefit.
Three in four aged households will get
more than or the same as they do now. Nine in
10 single elderly women will come out ahead.
Only well-off elderly Canadians will see a loss
or elimination of elderly benefits.
Under the Seniors Benefit, aged couples
with the same total income will receive the same
amount. Under the current system, couples with
the same total income receive different amounts
of elderly benefits depending on each spouse's
share of family income.
The Seniors Benefit and its income
threshold will be fully indexed. This is a marked
improvement over the present system, where the
threshold for the clawback on Old Age Security
is only partially indexed and therefore is declining steadily in value each year.
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The new Seniors Benefit will be implemented so that current and soon-to-be seniors
will suffer no loss in elderly benefits. Every
Canadian age 60 by December 31, 1995 will have
the option of either choosing the new Seniors
Benefit or sticking with the old system - whichever provides a better benefit - for the rest of his
or her life.
Last month, the Finance Department
issued a national consultation paper on the second public layer of the retirement income system - the Canada/Quebec Pension Plan. This
social insurance program plays a crucial role in
securing adequate retirement income, so we are
pleased that the Finance Department has not succumbed to calls to eliminate the CPP. In contrast to private RRSPs, the C/QPP provides a
defined benefit - i.e., it guarantees a designated
amount upon retirement related to lifetime average earnings. Caledon acknowledges the need
to increase contribution rates in order to sustain
the plan in future; we also support a more rapid
increase in the contribution rate so that the current generation foots more of its own pension
bill.
Canada Health and Social Transfer (CHST)

The Caledon Institute of Social Policy
strongly supports the Minister of Finance's
intention to introduce a cash floor into the
financing formula for the CHST - the legislation
announced in last year's Budget to deliver in one
lump sum federal transfer payments to the provinces for health, welfare, social services and
postsecondary education. Caledon had
expressed serious concern about the fact that the
cash portion of federal social transfers was on a
`down escalator' because of the substantial cuts
announced in the 1995 Budget and the partial
indexation of the financing formula dating back
to 1986. If the CHST were partially indexed,

then the cash portion of federal transfer payments
would rapidly decline and disappear entirely early
in the next century.
The disappearing dollars soon would
cripple Ottawa's capacity to enforce any conditions on provincial social programs. A cash floor
will provide the fiscal clout required to protect
the conditions of the Canada Health Act that
ensure a universal, comprehensive and publiclyfunded health care system. Federal cash is necessary to enforce the CHST's prohibition of residence requirements for welfare.
On the positive side, Ottawa has undertaken to stop the cuts after the year 2000. This
will mean that the federal government will have
enough cash left in the CHST to enforce national
standards for medicare. As well, Ottawa will
begin to implement a fairer allocation among the
provinces so that half the current disparity in per
capita allocations will be removed by the year
2003. Although we can expect complaints from
provinces that have received more than their fair
share up to now, by the time the dust settles a
fairer allocation for the provinces may help set
federal-provincial relations on a better path.
Understanding the real financial effect of
the changes in the CHST is complicated and will
not be fully known until we have all the details
of the new allocation formula. However, we do
know that the provincial entitlements under the
Canada Health and Social Transfer (CHST) are
being frozen at $25.1 billion until 1999-2000.
This means that there will be further decreases
in the cash paid to provinces for those two years.
The decline arises because the entitlement is the
sum of tax points plus cash, and the tax points
will keep growing in value. We estimate that the
cash to the provinces under the CHST will
decrease by about $700 million in each of 199899 and 1999-2000. As a result, the provinces
will experience another $1.4 billion cut in fed-

eral support for social programs. This is over
and above the reduction of about $6.3 billion
already announced in last year's Budget. On
average, it is about $50 per capita more reduction in cash paid to provinces.
The effect on individual provinces will
vary depending upon whether they have been
above or below the national average. Provinces
that will gain as a result of the new allocation
formula are BC, Alberta, Saskatchewan, and
Ontario. The big loser due to the allocation formula will be Quebec and, to a lesser extent, Newfoundland and Nova Scotia. Manitoba, PEI and
New Brunswick will be relatively unaffected as
they are already at or very close to the national
average.
This may not be as bad news for Quebec
as it seems. In its last Budget, Quebec assumed
that Ottawa would immediately reduce the province to the national average. The actual cut due
to the fairer allocation formula will be a lot less.
In total, Quebec assumed it would be losing
almost $100 per capita in 1997-98. The combined effect of the overall reductions and the
fairer allocation formula will be very close to
$100, but this will not be fully implemented for
five years. So Quebec will be getting a little more
money for the next five years than it had assumed
in its own Budget.
We are also concerned that the financing
formula has no 'notional allocation' for the four
main areas of human service that it is intended
to support. Welfare and social services are likely
to suffer the most in the fight with health and
postsecondary education for increasingly scarce
dollars.
The withdrawal of funds from social services means that certain critical supports, such
as child care and home care for seniors, will be
cut back or eliminated in some communities or
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will be prohibitive for all but well-off Canadians. Many of the services which are preventive
in nature (e.g., child development, child care,
family counselling) will no longer be able to deal
with problems that will end up on the doorstep
of the health care or criminal justice systems.
Social services which help chronically ill and elderly people move out of expensive hospitals will
not be available, thereby creating additional pressures on the costly acute health care system.

care package in order to roll this money into the
Human Resources Investment Fund (HRIF)
announced in the 1995 Budget. The funds will
be used for employability initiatives and child care
vouchers for those enrolled in job training. This
piecemeal, voucher approach will do nothing to
foster or support a badly-needed supply of highquality, affordable child care in the country.
child support

child care

Child care is notable in the Budget by its
absence. It is one social service that will be hit
hard with the introduction of the CHST. First,
licensed child care spaces will be lost in response
to the substantial withdrawal of federal dollars.
Second, child care will be hurt because of the
loss of the CAP legislative base, which at least
had assured the presence of matching federal and
provincial dollars for social services. Third,
under certain provisions of CAP, Ottawa could
share with the provinces only in the cost of nonprofit services. This non-profit condition was
crucial for child care in particular; the relevant
literature has found strong links between nonprofit and high-quality care.
The problems in child care are particularly disturbing because the Liberals had promised in their election Red Book a substantial
injection of funds in this area. While the federal
government did put forward a child care package in December 1995, Ottawa has since
announced its intention to withdraw the offer
because of apparent lack of provincial interest.
We find it difficult to believe that there
were no willing participants in this cost-sharing
arrangement. In fact, several provinces denied
the federal assertion that there were no 'takers'
for these funds. Caledon believes that the federal government has decided to withdraw its child
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The Budget announced the government's
intention to address a key dimension of child
poverty and welfare costs - problems with
respect to adequate and secure child support.
The federal government has introduced a package for child support that includes three key components.
First, child support paid under orders or
agreements made on or after May 1, 1997 will
no longer be treated as taxable income to the
recipient (mainly mothers) and will no longer be
tax deductible for the payer (mainly fathers).
Second, federal child support guidelines will be
introduced to help parents, lawyers and judges
set fair and consistent child support awards in
divorce cases. Third, there will be a range of
enforcement agencies to ensure that support is
paid in full and on time.
The new tax treatment of child support
payments is a laudable move. It changes a system that penalizes custodial parents (mostly
women) who are taxed on payments they receive
from non-custodial parents to support their children. Although designed to provide an incentive to non-custodial parents to pay their legally
required child support payments, this tax expenditure pays its largest benefit to higherincome earners. It is also highly ineffective in
actually getting non-custodial parents to pay
what they owe. The main factor in non-payment
is the lack of security of income of payers.

Some people might argue that "a buck is
a buck is a buck" and that all income should be
subject to a consistent set of tax rules. However, we believe that child support is a form of
income quite distinct from earnings and investment income. Because child support is intended
explicitly for the well-being of children, it should
be received in full and remain intact for its
intended purpose. Parents who live in the same
household do not receive a tax break for the
money they spend on their children; nor do they
pay income taxes on these expenditures: The
new system will treat parents who do not live
together the same way.
The changes in tax treatment of support
payments make sense only in the context of a set
of standard guidelines for the calculation of child
support. These guidelines will help ensure that
child support levels are more adequate, that judgments throughout the country are more consistent and that there is greater equity and fairness
in child support decisions. At least there will be
some national consistency to provincial court
decisions. And judges no longer will have to
`gross up' child support awards to try and
adjust for their taxability in the hands of the custodial parent.
Moreover, the range of proposed
enforcement measures are important to give real
meaning to the new guidelines. There is no point
trying to make the child support system more
adequate and more fair unless the provisions can
be enforced.

child benefits
The 1996 Budget introduces a modest
but important measure to improve financial
assistance to working poor families with children. The Budget doubles the Working Income
Supplement (part of the federal Child Tax Benefit) from $500 to $1,000 year. The increase will

be phased in in two stages - from $500 to $750
in July 1997, and from $750 to $1,000 in July
1998.
The Working Income Supplement bolsters the employment earnings of working poor
families. It is intended to help offset employment-related expenses (such as child care, clothing and transportation) and to partly make up
for the loss of social assistance (cash and in-kind
benefits such as prescription drugs) experienced
by families which move from welfare to the
workforce.
The Working Income Supplement is currently calculated at eight percent of earnings
above $3,750 up to a maximum yearly benefit of
$500 for families with annual incomes between
$10,000 and $20,921. The Working Income
Supplement is reduced at a rate of 10 percent of
net family income in excess of $20,921, until no
benefit is paid when income reaches $25,921.
The Working Income Supplement will continue
to operate in this fashion, except that the maximum benefit will double to $1,000 by July 1998
and the phase-in and phase-out rates also will
double.
Caledon welcomes the boost to the
Working Income Supplement because it is marks
a concrete initiative against the grave problem
of child poverty. A 1989 all-party House of
Commons Resolution committed the federal
government to move towards the eradication of
child poverty by the year 2000. Child poverty
was cited time and again during the Social
Security Review - even by the federal government itself - as one of our most pressing national
problems. Yet at last count (1994), 1,362,000
children - one child in five - lived below the poverty line, as did six in every ten children in singleparent families led by women.
By doubling the Working Income Supplement to a maximum $1,000, the federal governCaledon Institute of Social Policy 5

ment will improve its level of income support
for working poor families with children. However, it is not realistic to expect the increase in
the Working Income Supplement to make a sizeable dent in the child poverty statistics. For
example, the federal Child Tax Benefit for a welfare family with two children under age seven
comes to $1,233 per child or $2,466 in total.
The Working Income Supplement will add up to
$1,000 to the Child Tax Benefit for working poor
families, bringing their total maximum federal
child benefits to $3,466 for two young children.
Crucially important as this income supplement
is to lower-income families, it still cannot fully
close the poverty gap; in 1994, the average poor
family with children fell more than $8,000
below Statistics Canada's low income cut-off.
Child poverty cannot be eradicated by a
single solution. But the increase in the Working
Income Supplement takes a small but significant
step towards a child benefit that would make a
real difference - an integrated child benefit. An
integrated child benefit would replace the federal Child Tax Benefit and Working Income
Supplement and provincial welfare payments on
behalf of children with a new child benefit system for all lower-income families, regardless of
the sources of their income (welfare, Employment Insurance, wages or some combination
thereof). An integrated child benefit would
enable many families to move off welfare and
into the workforce because they would not - as
they do now - lose the vital income that social
assistance provides in respect of their children.
Employment Insurance

There was no mention of the
government's intention to reintroduce the
Employment Insurance Act, which died on the
order paper when the House of Commons was
prorogued. Caledon supports the proposed Act's
direction with respect to the investment of funds
6
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in training and other 'active' measures such as
employability enhancement and job creation. But
we have serious reservations about the impending package.
First, Unemployment Insurance has been
criticized over the years on the grounds that it
was far too complex and that it was trying to
achieve too many purposes under the umbrella
of a single program. The proposed Employment
Insurance program does nothing to respond to
these concerns - if anything, the program would
become far more complex than it is right now
and tries to achieve even more than the current
arrangement.
Second, we question the appropriateness
of the financing base - i.e., whether employer
and employee premiums should be used to pay
for the wide range of measures that are far more
than insurance functions. For example, the program will provide a Family Income Supplement
for low-income beneficiaries with children that
could pay some families up to 80 percent of their
insured earnings. Caledon fully supports the need
to assist low-income families. But we do not
believe that this is best accomplished through a
social insurance program whose purpose is to
protect earnings in the event of a job loss. An
enhanced Child Tax Benefit would be a more
appropriate approach.
Caledon also questions the use of employer and employee premiums to support a wide
range of employability enhancement, wage
supplementation and job creation measures.
These are more appropriately funded through
consolidated revenue funds and should be available to all unemployed workers - not simply to
those who have exhausted their UI benefits.
Perhaps the most serious problem with
the proposed Act is that it would shrink the program considerably by extending the number of
hours required to qualify for benefits and by

reducing the maximum duration of benefits.
These changes are worrisome in light of the substantially reduced coverage of the program. Even
before the proposed changes, fewer than 50 percent of unemployed workers in certain regions
of the country (e.g., 33 percent in Ontario) now
receive UI benefits.
Moreover, the program would be tightened at a time when provincial welfare programs
will be shrinking in response to the massive cuts
to the CHST. Unemployed employable Canadians will be particularly vulnerable with the combined impact of these measures. Caledon was
pleased to learn of the Minister of Human
Resources Development's intention to soften the
`intensity' rule that applies to frequent users and
that will hit seasonal workers especially hard.
job creation

The Caledon Institute strongly supports
the need to create jobs. We have long argued
that the unstable and inadequate labour market
is the root cause of economic insecurity and rising social spending. High and prolonged unemployment and low wages put social programs in
a vice of heavy caseloads and lost tax revenues
required to finance social expenditures. Canada's
social security system so far has managed to significantly reduce the gap between rich and poor,
but it can do only so much to compensate for
market deficiencies: A strong labour market is
key to economic and social well-being and sustainable social programs.
However, the Budget is not a job creation Budget. There is no stimulation and no
specific effort to increase jobs (other than a small
increase in summer student and youth employment). Nor is there any projection of unemployment for the following year.

other measures

The Budget introduces a number of measures that are relatively modest in scope but significant in their intent and direction. For example,
the education credit will be increased from $80
to $100 a month. This helps recognize the nontuition costs of schooling.
The age limit for the child care expense
deduction will be raised from 14 to 16 to help
parents who work at night. We believe that this
is important recognition of the new work reality. At the same time, however, we would have
preferred to see the child care expense deduction converted to a credit; a deduction confers
the largest benefit to high-income families.
A sleeper in the Budget is the increase in
the value of the credit for infirm dependents
(adult children and other relatives with disabilities). It will be raised from $270 to $400. The
Budget has also raised the income threshold from
$2,690 to $4,103 which means that reductions
to the credit will begin only at higher levels of
income. This measure is important in recognizing the pressures on families caring at home for
aging parents or children with disabilities.
Some critics will might argue that this
measure is a move towards privatization; that
the increased credit will expedite the withdrawal
of public support for this form of care. We disagree. There are serious pressures on home care
and any relief in recognition of these pressure is
welcome.
Another notable measure is the increase
in the annual limit on charitable donations from
20 percent to 50 percent. This measure likely
will be criticized on the grounds that it hastens
the privatization of the voluntary sector even
more than the current system and that the move
simply is intended to compensate for the dam-
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age that Ottawa has inflicted on the voluntary
sector in the past through cuts to grants. We
think otherwise. Caledon strongly supports the
need for a strong public involvement in the
fmancing and provision of social programs. We
have long argued that governments play the primary role in ensuring social and economic wellbeing. At the same time, the voluntary sector is
crucial in both supplementing and complementing the public sector. The Budget announcement will help bolster support for the voluntary
sector and will encourage donations from private donors.

conclusion
On balance, this is a good news budget
for social policy. We applaud the government's
reform of seniors' benefits. We are delighted
that federal presence in the CHST will be
assured through a cash floor and through a
gradual reindexation of the financing formula.
We believe that the child support measures will
be positive for children. The enhancement of
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the Working Income Supplement is important for
low-income families and a step along the road
to an integrated child benefit. The Budget
offers a number of other modest, but helpful measures.

Ken Battle and Sherri Torjman
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